FOSTER CARE AGREEMENT
Please Read & Sign
1.) I understand the mission of the Humane Society of Truckee-Tahoe (HSTT) and as an HSTT
volunteer I agree to represent this mission within the community on behalf of the organization.
2.) I will abide by the HSTT foster care guidelines, which I have received.
3.) I understand that only HSTT’s Foster Manager, Animal Programs Director, Veterinarian and
Executive Director, and the Town of Truckee’s Animal Services Shelter Manager have the
authority to make changes to program guidelines.
4.) I understand that HSTT is the sole guardian of the animal(s) in foster care and that fostered
pet(s) must be returned to HSTT upon HSTT’s request.
5.) I understand HSTT has the right to terminate this foster care agreement and relationship at will.
6.) I understand that if I, as a foster volunteer, want to adopt any of my foster pet(s), I must go
through the standard HSTT adoption process. I also understand that I cannot send my foster
pet(s) to an adoptive or potential adoptive home without permission of HSTT.
7.) I understand that if my foster pet becomes ill or injured I will contact HSTT immediately. Most
medical issues will be treated at the shelter by HSTT’s veterinarian. In the event of a medical
emergency after hours I will call the emergency-only foster support phone number to get
guidance about how to proceed.
8.) I understand that HSTT cannot guarantee the health or temperament of my foster pet(s).
9.) I agree that as a foster care provider that HSTT shall be held harmless from any and all claims,
liability, judgements, losses, damages, expenses, or costs of any kind arising out of injury related
to the HSTT foster care program
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Printed Name of Foster Parent
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Foster Manager

Date

